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DRILL DEFINITIONS

AUGNMENT - Dress or cover
BASE - Element on which a movement is planned, regulated or aligned
CADENCE - Uniform step and rhythm in marching: steps marched per minute
CENTER - The middle point of a formation. Odd # front is center, even # front is right of center
COVER - Alignment of individuals one behind the other maintaining proper distance
DEPTH - Total space front to rear of a formation. An individual's depth is 12 inches
DISTANCE - Space front to rear between units. Distance between individuals is 40 inches measured
from their chest to the back of the individual directly in front of them
DOUBLE TIME - Rate of marching 180 steps a, minute (30 inch step)
DRESS - Alignment of individuals side by side maintaining proper interual
ELEMENT- The ba$ric drill unit comprised of no less than 3 persons

FILE - A single line of persons placed one behind the other
FLANK - Extreme right or left (troops right/left) side of a formation in column or line
FLIGHT - At least two, but no more than four elements
FORMATION - An arrangement of units
FRONT - Space occupied by a unit measured from flank to flank
GUIDE - Individual designated to regulate the direction and rate of march
HEAD - The leading unit of a column
INTERVAL - Space between individuals placed side-by-side. Normal is arm's length close is 4 inches
IN COLUMN - Arrangement of units side-by-side with element leaders and guide at the head

IN LINE - Arrangement of units one behind other, element leaders and guide to extreme right flank
INVERTED COTUMN- Arrangement of units side-by-side with element leaders and guide to the rear
INVERTED LINE- Arrangement of units one behind other, with element leaders and guide to
extreme left flank
MARK TIME - Marching in place at 100 - I20 steps per minute
PACE - A step of 24 inches. The lenigth of a full step in quick time
POST - The correct place for an individual to stand while in formation

QUICK TIME - Rate of marching 100 - 120 steps a minute (12 or 24 inches)
RANK - A single line of persons placed side-by-side
STEP - Distance measured from heel to heel of a marching individual
UNIT - Any portion of a given formation

FORMATIONS:
Less than 3 individuals make a detail
3 or more individuals make an element
2 elements make a flight
2 flights make a squadron
2 squadrons make a group
2 groups make a wing

POSITIONS OF REST-
Parade Rest
At Ease

Rest
Fall Out


